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Precision genomics is essential in medicine, environmental health, sustainable agriculture, and biological sciences.
Yet popular genome informatics methods lag behind high levels of accuracy and completeness in gene
reconstruction that are attainable with today's genome data. The EvidentialGene project develops a reconstruction
pipeline with such high accuracy and completeness, using an algorithm that is simple and robust. It uses big data
from gene sequencers, then efficiently reduces that to accurate genes with biological criteria. EvidentialGene is in
production use around the world, including at XSEDE's JetStream.
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Science community use of this project's work highlight needs for (a) gene paralog and alternate transcript
resolution; (b) more accurate gene reconstruction for non-model genomes, often with deficient or unvalidated
chromosome-assembly-only and gene modeling methods; (c) reliable and inexpensive automated reconstruction of
animal and plant gene sets; (d) validation of genome informatics recipe tools, a number of which are popular but
have serious flaws. This project is increasingly used in these areas, and increasingly cited, for example relative to
CyVerse, a bio-centric XSEDE-collaborative cyber-infrastructure (27% in 2020 vs 22% in 2019, Google Scholar
counts of EvidentialGene/CyVerse, 2020-June: 46/171; 2019: 64/293).
Evigene version 4, a major update and software release, has been accomplished. In particular, reconstruction of
gene alternate transcripts and paralogs is improved. Duplicated genes (paralogs) and extensive alternate transcripts
of genes are of importance, and have been subject to poor reconstruction. Evigene is particularly suited to accurate
recovery of these, and is used for studies of often-duplicated venom genes (Modahl et al. 2020; Hanf et al. 2020),
plant disease resistance genes (Rao et al. 2019), animal receptor and other duplicated genes (Hearn et al. 2020;
Gazda et al. 2020), and other difficult areas of gene reconstruction. The SRA2Genes pipeline has been updated in
all 12 steps, with extensive tests on animal and plant species using XSEDE shared cyberinfrastructure. Important
improvement areas are protein ORF computation, alternate/paralog classification, non-coding gene classification,
gene alternate exon and strand resolution, foreign contaminant and vector cleaning, data annotation and publication.
A critical review of related gene reconstruction methods, and report on Evigene's accuracy in relation to these, is
pre-published (Gilbert 2019b), and has seen wide reading and citations. Among the important findings are that
other popular reconstruction methods fail to recover many valid gene alternate transcripts and paralogs,
summarized in Figure 1 for human and arabidopsis plant reconstructions.
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Figure 1. Gene reconstruction method recovery of Human and Plant gene paralogs and alternate transcripts.
Number of recovered reference transcripts per gene-family is the X-axis, and the percent recovery is the Y-axis.
Methods of reconstruction are Evigene, CD-Hit, TransRate and Trinity (from Gilbert 2019b).
Genes of the deer tick Ixodes scapularis are now reconstructed at a higher level of accuracy than available
elsewhere, including recent NCBI genome annotations. Especially improved are tick clade-specific genes that, as
with Daphnia waterflea clade-specific genes (Hearn et al. 2020; Kvist et al. 2020), are among those often
overlooked by other gene reconstruction methods. This gene set is published at NCBI TSA, awaiting finishing
corrections. Evigene improvements from this effort include addition of a heterozygosity option, as the tick RNA
samples are all from heterozygous bio-samples, this organism being unsuited to isogenic methods. Other software
improvements of note from this tick gene effort are updates to the full SRA2Genes pipeline for publishing gene sets
to NCBI TSA, including gene contamination screening.
Evigene outcomes are consistent with the USDA Blueprint for Animal Genome Research 2018–2027 (USDA
2018), as well as agricultural plant genomics. Farmed animal studies of 2019-20 that use Evigene include pig,
sheep, fishes, shrimp and clam. Crop plant studies of 2019-20 that use Evigene include rice blight disease, corn,
tomato, potato, berry fruit, pear, walnut, faba bean, pine trees, eggplant, fungus phytopathogens.
Evigene use for biomedical genomics including human disease studies is increasing. This includes a recent NIH
human disease study of genes of a pathogenic amoeba (Phan et al. 2020). Amoeba gene reconstruction with
Evigene was a cost-effective method that led to discovery of 59 therapeutic compounds targeting amoeba genes.
A USDA data-resource for porcine cytokine genes, relevant to agricultural and biomedical uses, benefits from
Evigene genes (Dawson et al. 2020 drawing on Gilbert 2019a). Pig immune system and cytokine genes are
relevant to human disease, as SARS-COV-2 infection can cause excessive production of cytokines.
This project utilizes these Jetstream objectives (Jetstream NSF Annual Report, 2018-2019): "Self-serve
academic cloud services [for] personalized research computing; Hosting of persistent VMs to provide services
beyond the command line interface for science gateways and other science services; New modes of sharing
computations, data, and reproducibility."
Project public services now on Jetstream virtual host include euGenes.org, with animal and plant genome
interactive data services, software and data resources including EvidentialGene; wfleabase.org for Daphnia
waterflea genome data services; Bio.net with biology public news/discussion, archive-only now; and others. Basic
web statistics of public usage for this past 2019-2020 period, compared with prior use to 2010 are given in Table 1.

Table 1. Project public Internet usage, 2010-2020, on Jetstream and before.
euGenes
Daphnia
Bionet/IUBio
Biomirror
Daily
UniqIP
Daily
UniqIP
Daily
UniqIP GB/Day
UniqIP
Year
2020
11500
56800
20100
101100
33500
716800
------87100
362900
--2016
2014
3100
19200
5100
3000
58100
471800
100
3100
3000
15500
5000
3700
72100
828400
100
6900
2013
2012
2600
12300
6600
4900
94500
885800
100
6600
4200
30700
10200
4900
148200
964400
200
8100
2011
4100
42100
--156700 1662200
200
6800
2010
Year 2020 is 2019.May to 2020.June at Jetstream instance; Year 2014 is partial, 2014.Jan to July;
euGenes.org = animal and plant genome data (web database, software, data, docs); Daphnia = wfleabase.org, waterflea genome
data; Bionet = Bio.net biology public news/discussion, archive-only on 2019; Biomirror = bio-mirror.net, biology public data
share service, turned off 2019; Daily = successful requests/day; UniqIP = distinct hosts served;

Statistics are measured in same way from web use logs, but for Jetstream they include many more robots, mostly
malicious, which were blocked at prior IUBio instance. Costs prevented this at move to Jetstream.org. At a guess,
1/4 of 2020 usage are people or benign robots. Scientist-use increases of Daphnia and euGenes have been noted by
the author. EvidentialGene project comprises about 15% of euGenes requests. Daphnia requests since 2014 have a
large increase, due in part to increasing scientific interest. Another part is due to genome data appearing like
foreign phone numbers accessed by "smart" phones.
Bionet news archive usage remains high, in part due to continued interest and value of the many years old
bioscience discussions on this venue. E.g. Bionet methods-and-reagents, with many bio-methods recipes and
useful discussions, comprises 15% of accesses. Discussion on bionet.immunology of AIDS epidemic research are
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now popular. New plant genomics research uses methods reported via Bionet in prior 2 decades. Bionet is now
read-only archive of1990-2019 discussions, the active Email/Usenet portion was too effortful to resurrect.
A Google Cloud trial as an alternate to Jetstream for project public services is not cost-effective. Data storage
costs on commercial clouds are about 100 times that of commodity disk prices. With project needs for persistent,
on-line storage increasing into the 20+ TB range, commercial data farms are not suited for long-term, low-funded
data science projects.

Objectives for project renewal
EvidentialGene improvements and examples:
A primary objective is further improvements, esp. documentation and simplifications, of Evigene software,
focused on the SRA2Genes automated gene reconstruction pipeline (Gilbert 2019a). This now is working well, and
its suitability for a broad segment of genomics projects will be better demonstrated. Thus a second primary
objective is further examples, with model and biomedical/agricultural important animals and plants. With
completion of deer tick gene set, and improvements in paralog reconstruction, several other Evigene sets will be
updated. This includes the model zebrafish, that was worked on during the 2019 period, but became stuck on
extensive paralog resolution problems. Also to be updated are a set of insects, including disease vector mosquitos
Aedes and Anopheles, and a set of plants, including corn, which has extensive gene duplications from a whole
genome duplication events.
Relevance of this project to a range of genome studies is evident. Many current genomics recipes are still
inaccurate, and it is common practice for individual labs to put together their own genome informatics pipeline,
based more on literature reports than on experience in genome informatics. For example, a recent tree swallow
study (Bentz et al. 2019) used Evigene but combined it with other methods that this author finds flawed (Gilbert
2019b). Thirty years of this author's experience in this field are funneled into this project, including extensive
objective measures that find errors and limitations of methods not disclosed in literature reports. Though a longterm, effortful project, it is bearing long-term results. The Evigene approach of genes-first genomics offers an
alternate validation for genome study errors.
Data publication and data workstation updates via Jetstream:
Data-intensive work in this project needs a replacement data workstation connected to high-speed Internet, as a
scientist's workbook for less cpu-intensive, but data-rich, analyses not suited to shared compute clusters. A new
virtual host is needed for this, to replace those lost in 2019. Public genome data web services are interactive, with
term searches, genome map and data report displays. The archiving and reactivation mechanism of Jetstream
virtual hosts is very suited to preserving such active science data services. Investigation of such for euGenes,
wFleabase and Bionet of this project will be part of this coming project period.
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Catfish fish; 10.1093/gbe/evaa101, Sea urchin invertebrate; 10.1101/2020.05.24.113381, Daphnia waterflea;
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See also http://eugenes.org/EvidentialGene/evigene/docs/evigene-cites.txt
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